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Abstract: Carbon-based materials are commonly used in catalysis as metal-free catalysts and as
support for metal particles. We investigated a series of graphene point defects on the NH3 reforming
process using the density functional theory and shed light on their role in the catalytic reforming of
ammonia. The adsorption of molecules and intermediates on carbon vacancies, lattice
reconstructions, partial oxidations and dopants was analyzed to provide details on the most favorable
interactions. Thermochemical investigations revealed the structures active for NH3 adsorption and
dehydrogenation. However, these defects are ineffective to desorb the reaction products, i.e., N2 and
H2. Based on transition state theory, we implemented microkinetic simulations and found that the
rate-determining step is either the NH3 activation or the desorption of reformed molecules,
depending on the defect type. Batch reaction simulations within a wide temperature and time range
indicated that, although the NH3 dehydrogenation may occur, the active sites become poisoned by
the H or N anchored atoms; therefore, in the long term, carbon-based materials are inert towards the
NH3 reforming.
Keywords: Ammonia reforming; Graphene/Graphite; carbon materials, supported catalysts,
Hydrogen; Microkinetics; Catalysis; DFT method
1. Introduction
The development of reliable and economic hydrogen energy technologies is one of the most
prominent research topics in current times. The direct industrial implementation of hydrogen energy
is inhibited by high risks and costs associated with its transport and storage.1,2 Compared with other
molecular energy vectors, such as methanol, ethanol, formic acid, and methane, ammonia (NH3) is
a suitable carbon-free hydrogen energy carrier with high hydrogen capacity (17.64 wt%) and stable
properties under mild conditions.3–6 Catalysts promoting the NH3 reforming process are not trivial,
and usually, the catalysts’ supports play a crucial role in the reaction efficiency.7 Indeed, the
catalyst’s support should have a large area with inert or synergistic properties to the aimed reaction.
Carbon-based materials have long been deemed suitable catalyst supports because of their high
surface area, chemical resistance, low cost, and good recycling properties.8
Carbon-based supports have shown catalytic activity by themselves. Pereira and co-workers used
carbon nanotubes as catalysts for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene with a
conversion of 19.6% catalyzed by the untreated carbon material.9 Qu et al. found N-doped graphene
to be a metal-free electrode with three-times higher electrocatalytic activity than platinum for the

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).10 Furthermore, Zhang et al. investigated the mechanism of ORR
on point defects in graphene clusters for fuel cell applications using density functional theory (DFT)
methods.11 Su et al. studied the impact of defects in graphene oxide on the catalytic activities for
the oxidative coupling of amines to imines. The results suggest that the enhanced catalytic activity
can be linked to the unpaired electrons in the system.12 Although there is plenty of research focusing
on applying carbon-based supports and carbon catalysts, the mechanism of NH3 reforming on
defective graphene remains unclear.13,14
Point defects (including vacancies and lattice heteroatoms) are the most fundamental defects on
graphene surfaces, which can be detected under advanced microscopic technologies. These point
defects modify the local electronic structure and the properties of carbon-based materials.15–18 The
literature on defective graphene suggests that single vacancies and mixed defects show a strong
combination with hydrogen, providing a compelling advantage to retain it over pristine graphene.19
Therefore, these point defects have the potential to be active sites for NH3 reforming. However, the
short life span of intermediates and complex micro-structures concerning the reaction processes at
the atomic level thwart the investigations of carbocatalysis on point defects.
For this reason, we performed DFT and microkinetic analyses on defective graphene to provide
accurate information on their role on the NH3 reforming process. This paper discusses the reaction
pathway of NH3 reforming on the different point defects, the results on batch and temperatureprogrammed desorption simulations on promising candidates. We rationalized the results observed
using accurate electronic structure calculations and shed light on carbon-based materials for NH3
reforming and H2 storage.
2. Methodology
The Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) was employed to simulate the NH3 reforming
reaction on defective and doped graphene within the DFT frameworks.20,21 The spin-polarized
revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (rPBE) method of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
was adopted to describe the exchange-correlation with a plane-wave kinetic cutoff energy of 500
eV.22 The projector augmented wave (PAW) includes non-spherical contributions from the core to
the gradient corrections.23–25 The long-range interactions were characterized by the DFT-D3 method
of Grimme with zero dampings.26 The optimized convergence thresholds of internal forces and
electronic relaxation were set to 0.02 eV/Å and 10–5 eV, respectively. A 3×3×1 k-spacing
Monkhorst-Pack grid sampled the Brillouin zone with a smearing broadening of 0.2 eV.
The optimized lattice parameter of pristine graphene is 2.469 Å, which is in agreement with the
benchmark value, 2.460 Å.27 All surfaces were represented by a supercell slab model (vacancies and
Stone-Wales defects: p(6×6); doped: p(4×4)) to avoid the interaction between defects. We added 15
Å of vacuum perpendicular to the slab to prevent any spurious interaction with periodic images.
Dipole correction perpendicular to the surface was applied upon the molecular adsorption.
The molecular adsorption energy (Eads) is defined by Equation 1, and the relative energy (𝛥𝐸) is
calculated by Equation 2:

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒

𝛥𝐸 = 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 +

𝑛
∗ 𝐸𝐻2 − 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝐸𝑁𝐻3
2

Equation 1
Equation 2

Where 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 is the total energy of the adsorbed system, 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 denotes the energy of the
clean surface, including pristine graphene and the defects, 𝐸𝑁𝐻3 and 𝐸𝐻2 are the energies of NH3

and H2 isolated molecules. The half energy of the hydrogen molecule refers to the energy of one H
atom, and n is the number of H dissociated from NH3 in the particular stage defining Δ𝐸. The
formation energy of defective graphene surfaces is represented by Equation 3.
Eformation = E𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 − n ∗ Egraphene

Equation 3

Where 𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 is the energy of the defective surface, n is the number of atoms in the slab, and
𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑒 is the energy of pristine graphene per atom. The energy of the transition states (TS)

between intermediates along the reaction profiles was determined by the climbing image nudged
elastic band (ci-NEB) combined with the improved dimer method (IDM), ensuring a unique
imaginary frequency along the reaction coordinate.28–30 We defined the activation barriers (Ea) as
the energy diﬀerence between the TS and the initial states (IS). The reaction energies (Er) are given
by the difference between the final states (FS) and the IS energies. A negative value indicates an
exothermic reaction step (Equation 4).
𝐸𝑎 = 𝐸𝑇𝑆 − 𝐸𝐼𝑆
Equation 4
𝐸𝑟 = 𝐸𝐹𝑆 − 𝐸𝐼𝑆
Equation 5
We implemented the thermodynamic and kinetic outcomes obtained from DFT into NH3 reforming
microkinetic simulations grounded on the transition state theory (TST).31–33 The thermochemistry
and kinetic models are detailed in the Supporting Information (SI).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Surface models
3.1.1 Vacancy surfaces models
We considered two kinds of vacancy defects on pristine graphene, i.e., single vacancy (SV) and
double vacancy (DV), and three types of stone-wales defects, i.e., Stone-Wales (SW), vacancy
Stone-Wales arrangement-1 (VSW-1), and vacancy Stone-Wales arrangement-2 (VSW-2). The
optimized structures are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The formation energies of defective
graphene with respect to pristine graphene (Figure 1a) are in Table 1, which are in excellent
agreement with previous benchmarks.
Simple vacancy defects. SV is the most basic defect in graphene and can be observed using
transmission electron (TEM) and scanning tunneling (STM) microscopies.15,16 Upon the local JahnTeller distortion, there is only one carbon atom with a dangling bond at a distance of 1.395 Å to the
closest neighbor, much shorter than in pristine graphene, 1.426 Å (Figure 1b). Ugeda et al. found

an increase in the local density of states on SV’s dangling bond, triggering a protrusion in the STM
images.34 The SV formation energy is 7.64 eV, which is in accordance with the previous literature.
35-36 The DV is created by removing two neighboring atoms, see Figure 1c. The fully relaxed DV
presents no dangling bonds and features two pentagons and one octagon instead of four hexagons
in the perfect graphene. The formation energy of a DV is 7.49 eV, also in agreement with benchmark
values.37,38

Figure 1. Structure representations of (a) pristine graphene, (b) single vacancy, and (c) double
vacancy on graphene. Khaki spheres represent the carbon atoms. Red, yellow, and green dots
indicate top, hollow, and bridge adsorption sites. Distances are given in Å.
Stone-Wales defects are generated by reconstructing the graphitic lattice, i.e., switching between
pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons. These are regular in carbon material with sp2 hybridization.
As seen in Figure 2a, four hexagons are transformed into two pentagons and two heptagons in the
Stone-Wales defect (SW) by rotating one of the C-C bonds by 90°. SW has formation energy of 4.76
eV. The rotation of one bond in the DV’s octagon transforms the defect into a vacancy Stone-Wales
defect arrangement-1 (VSW-1) with three pentagons and three heptagons, see Figure 2b.21 The total
formation energy of this defect is 6.15 eV, which is 1.34 eV lower than that of DV, implying a
thermodynamically favorable reconstruction. Rotating one more edge C-C bond in the heptagons
transforms VSW-1 to VSW-2, see Figure 2c. This defect’s formation energy is 7.14 eV, higher than
the VSW-1 by 1 eV and in agreement with the former investigations.18 These last VSW types of
defects are frequently observed in electron microscopy experiments.17 Among these three StoneWales defects, the bond rotation only creates the surface fluctuation on SW with the shortest C-C
bond.

Figure 2. Structure of the reconstructed graphene defects (a) Stone-Wales, (b) vacancy Stone-Wales1 , and (c) vacancy Stone-Wales-2. Khaki spheres represent carbon atoms. Red, yellow, and green
dots indicate top, hollow, and bridge adsorption sites. Distances are given in Å.
Table 1. Formation energies of defective graphene structures with respect to pristine graphene.

Surface
SV
DV
SW
VSW-1
VSW-2

This work (eV)
7.64
7.49
4.76
6.15
7.14

Reference (eV)
7.78 (LDA), 7.80 (PW91),39 7.0±0.5(Exp.)36
8.7 (Exp.)37, 7.6 (LDA)38
5.2 (LDA),40 4.8 (PW91),40 4.82 (PBE)41
35

3.1.2 Doped surface models
The charge and spin density distribution of graphene could be modified by dopants, an effective
method to tune graphite surfaces’ properties.42 We considered the substitution of one graphitic (from
pristine lattice) or pyridinic carbon (from a vacancy) by a heteroatom, e.g., O, N, B, and S. Besides,
we have also included the carboxyl and hydroxyl groups as local defects.

Figure 3. Representation of doped structures: (a) graphitic, (b) pyridinic, (c) carboxyl, and (d)
hydroxyl group. The blue and khaki spheres represent the dopant and carbon atoms, respectively.
Red, yellow and green buttons represent top, hollow, and bridge sites. In c and d, red and white
spheres represent oxygen and hydrogen.
As shown in Table 2, among the graphitic dopant, only graphitic N dopants (GN) shorten the lattice
length from 1.426 Å in pristine graphene to 1.415 Å. The pyridinic nitrogen-doped system (PN)
presents the closest bond length between the heteroatom and the lattice-carbon atoms (DC1 label in
Figure 3). The graphitic sulfur-doped (GS) structure has the most severe lattice expansion as S has
the biggest atomic radius of the dopants considered. Due to the atomic radius’s size relative to the
carbon atom, PO and PN increase the angles ∠DC2C3 compared with the angle of 65.1° in SV, while
PB and PS decrease it. Especially in PB, with a small atomic radius and electronegativity, the boron
atom moves closer to the defect center. The presence of a carboxyl and hydroxyl group pull up the
dangling carbon, shortening the C-C distance compared with SV.

Table 2. Structural parameters of graphitic and pyridinic doped graphene structures. Pristine
graphene, SV, COOH and OH values are included for the comparison. Labels D, C1, DC2, C3 are
depicted in Figure 3.

Graphene
SV
O
N
B
S

Graphitic dopant
DC1(Å)
∠DC1C2(°)
1.426
120.0
1.489
117.5
1.415
120.1
1.484
118.7
1.627
116.7

DC1(Å)
1.395
1.370
1.336
1.535
1.634

Pyridinic dopant
DC2(Å) C2C3(Å)
2.568
2.167
2.559
1.971
2.545
1.910
2.272
2.565
2.393
2.158

∠DC2C3(°)
65.1
67.4
68.0
55.6
63.2

3.2 NH3 adsorption and reforming
We have investigated all the non-equivalent adsorptions and configurations of the species along the
NH3 reforming process to derive the relative energies between them as a function of the local surface
defects. Table 3 summarizes the adsorption and relative energies of the most favorable
configurations of NHx (x = 1 - 3) and atomic and molecular hydrogen and nitrogen. The adsorption
modes on SV and DV are represented in Figure S1 of the supplementary information (SI) and on
PO, GO, and PN in Figure S2 as selected doped examples.
Table 3. Molecule adsorption and relative energies of surface species (eV) on the defective graphene
surfaces.
Surface

NH3*

NH2*

NH*

N*

H*

N 2*

H 2*

Pristine
SV
DV
SW
VSW-1
VSW-2
GO
PO
GN
PN
GB
PB
GS
PS
COOH
OH

-0.11
-1.28
-0.15
-0.14
-0.10
-0.12
-0.02
-0.11
-0.67
-0.16
-0.66
-0.97
-0.17
-0.69
-0.48
-0.55

2.47
-1.55
-0.63
1.21
0.77
1.12
-0.88
0.24
0.60
-0.26
0.61
-1.56
0.20
-1.05
0.37
0.58

4.29
-4.07
-2.07
1.64
2.24
2.37
-0.43
-1.78
2.75
-1.97
1.82
-3.46
0.97
-2.98
-1.37
-1.56

4.33
-6.65
-1.98
2.20
2.98
2.00
0.54
-1.69
2.96
-2.15
2.71
-6.57
1.93
-2.92
-4.19
-4.40

1.46
-2.17
0.00
0.40
-0.24
0.22
-1.39
-0.77
0.25
-1.08
0.13
-1.88
-0.27
-1.47
-0.74
-0.61

-0.11
-2.31
-0.12
-0.11
-0.09
-0.09
0.07
0.13
-0.67
0.40
-0.67
-0.28
-0.09
-2.00
-0.14
-0.13

-0.07
-2.54
-0.03
-0.06
-0.04
-0.05
-0.06
-0.04
-0.37
-0.01
-0.36
-0.21
-0.06
-0.36
-2.77
-0.08

According to Sabatier’s principle, the optimal interaction of reactive species with the catalysts
should be neither too weak nor too strong. Due to the inactive π system in pristine graphene, SW,

VSW-1, VSW-2, GN, GB, and GS (as shown in Figure S3), their interaction with NH2 and NH are
very week or unfavorable, and hence, these are not considered further for the mechanistic study. On
the other hand, the weakening of the conjugated π system in SV, DV, GO, PO, PN, PB, and PS
creates the active region for the reactants to interact, making these defects promising candidates to
catalyze the ammonia reforming. The low electron density at the pz orbital of dangling carbon
connected to COOH and OH is not enough to stabilize the NH2 upon the first hydrogenation
inhibiting the process (Table 3).
SV can adsorb the NH3 molecule effectively with an N-C distance of 1.475 Å. However, upon NH3
complete dehydrogenation, the N atom incorporates into the carbon lattice with a rather exothermic
step. This process could be used as a method for N-dope graphene materials. The DV interaction
with reaction intermediates depends on the number of hydrogens attached to N, which finally is
incorporated in the carbon lattice. In the case of doped C-structures, the introduction of oxygen and
nitrogen in the lattice rearranges the electronic structure and, since the electronegativity sequence is
O > N > C and the ammonia molecule has an unpair electron, the preferrable ammonia adsorption
is the nearby unpopulated C-orbitals, i.e., next to the dopant or opposite to the pyridinic heteroatom.
The electron density localized at the PO and PN difficults the adsorption of NH3 but not the electrondeficient NHX (x ≤ 2). Other heteroatoms like B and S in pyridinic positions are reactive and
dehydrogenate NH3 spontaneously, leaving N and H atoms firmly bound to the surface. Interestingly,
the presence of COOH and OH species behaves similarly to PB and PS, except that the first
dehydrogenation is endothermic.
3.3 Thermochemistry
The calculated energy profiles for NH3 reforming on local defects, i.e., vacancies and doped
graphene surfaces, are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The energy differences of SW, VSW-1,
VSW-2, GN, GB, and GS during the dehydrogenation are endothermic, similar to pristine graphene.
The only carbon-defective system with a moderate NH3 reforming pathway is DV (|ΔEmax| < 2.07
eV), which seems a suitable candidate as a non-metallic catalyst.
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Figure 4. Thermodynamic energy profile of NH3 reforming on defective graphene. Pristine
graphene is also represented for comparison. The asterisk (*) denotes surface species. The dashed
line at -5 eV indicates an arbitrary limit set to guide the eye.

The complete NH3 dehydrogenation is thermodynamically favorable on PN, PB, GO, PO, PS, OH,
and COOH surfaces (Figure 5). However, severe surface deformation and high energy differences
between elementary steps, e.g., the recombination of N2 and H2 on PB, suppress the overall reaction
possibility on PB, PS, OH, and COOH. Considering that the reaction energies along the pathway
should be moderate, we will investigate every elementary reaction on PO, GO, and PN.
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Figure 5. Thermodynamic energy profiles of NH3 reforming on doped graphene. Pristine graphene
is also represented for comparison. The asterisk (*) denotes surface species. The dashed line at -5
eV indicates an arbitrary limit set to guide the eye.
The electron transfer between the N in NH3 and the C-dangling bonds plays a crucial role in
activating the N-H bond required for triggering the first dehydrogenation step. Therefore, SV, DV,
PO, GO, and PN surfaces are selected from the defects above for further thermodynamic and kinetic
investigations. We computed the free reaction and barrier energies of ammonia reforming according
to the reaction mechanism in Table 4. We plotted them as a function of the temperature in Figure 6
and Figure S4, where the ‘R + odd numbers’ are the direct reactions and ‘R + even numbers’ are the
reverse reactions, respectively.
Table 4. Elementary steps in ammonia reforming process—asterisk (*) denotes a free surface site
and surface species.
No.
R1
R2
R3
R4

Dehydrogenation/recombination

No.

Adsorption/Desorption

∗

A1

NH2∗ + ∗⟶ NH ∗ + H∗

NH3 + ∗ ⟶ NH3∗

A2

NH3∗

+∗⟶

NH2∗

+H

NH2∗ + H ∗ ⟶ NH3∗ + ∗

NH ∗ + H ∗ ⟶ NH2∗ + ∗

D1
D2

NH3∗ ⟶ NH3 + ∗
H2 + ∗⟶ 𝐻2∗

𝐻2∗ ⟶ H2 + ∗

R5
R6
R7

NH ∗ + ∗⟶ N ∗ + H ∗

N∗

R8
R9
R10

+

H∗

⟶

NH∗

+∗

2N∗ ⟶ 𝑁2∗ + ∗
𝑁2∗ + ∗⟶ 2N∗

A3
D3

𝑁2 + ∗⟶ 𝑁2∗

𝑁2∗ ⟶ 𝑁2 + ∗

2H ∗ ⟶ 𝐻2∗ + ∗
𝐻2∗ + ∗⟶ 2H∗

Figure 6. Free reaction (ΔGr) and barrier (Ga) energies of the elementary steps in the ammonia
dehydrogenation (R1, R3, R5) and molecular N2 and H2 formations (R7 and R9) on SV and GO as
a function of the temperature.
The ammonia’s N-H bond activation in R1 represents the molecule’s stability on the surfaces and
its dehydrogenation likelihood. Hence, the high active barrier of R1 on DV, PO and PN inhibits the
dehydrogenation process. Further investigations on the use of synergistic carbon-catalyst may help
overtake the first NH3 dehydrogenation (on DV and PN) or facilitate the H2 desorption, explaining
the improvement of activity in the oxidative coupling of amines to imines when creating defects
over graphene.12 Compared with defective graphene, H adatoms associative recombination (R9) is
the rate-determining step on the three doped surfaces (PO, GO, and PN). It has a significant
activation energy (~4 eV) and is highly endothermic. Therefore, PO, GO, and PN catalysts will be
deactivated quickly by hydrogen poisoning.
3.4 Microkinetics
Every elementary step’s reaction rate constants were calculated based on the DFT outcomes and
summarized in Table S1 and S2 in the SI.
3.4.1 Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)

We simulated the individual desorption of N2 and H2 from the considered surfaces as a crucial step
to complete the catalytic cycle. Figure 7 shows that the N2 molecule cannot desorb easily from SV
and DV due to the strong interaction between the N atom and the carbon’s dangling bond, i.e., the
N atom fills the C-vacancy, decreasing the surface’s free energy dramatically (Figure 4). On the
other hand, N2 desorption from GO and PO occurs at accessible although very different temperatures
(400 K and 640 K at 0.15 ML, respectively) again due to the N’s strong interaction with C-dangling
bonds. Such interaction is weaker in PN’s presence because of the electronic structure difference
between N (one lone pair of electrons) and O atom (two lone pair of electrons). Since the dopant (O,
N) participates in the conjugated π system, the interaction between H and C-dangling bonds on the
dopant system is more favorable than on vacancy surfaces. The desorption temperature of H2 is mild
(460 K at 0.15 ML) on DV because of the recovery of the pentagon structure after the desorption.
As seen in the thermochemistry section, H2 evolution from PN, PO, and GO is very unfavorable and
occurs at temperatures higher than 1000K. Generally, with the rise of N and H coverage on the
investigated surfaces, the TPD patterns of both molecules have a ~25 K shift to lower temperatures.
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Figure 7. Simulated N2 (left) and H2 (right) TPD patterns on different graphene local defects at
various initial coverages (θ in ML) and with a heating rate of 1 K/min.

3.4.2

Batch reactor simulations

Batch reactor simulations were employed to analyze the NH3 reforming process on the selected
surfaces. Considering the high barrier energy of NH3 dehydrogenation on DV, PO, and PN, these
surfaces will present negligible changes in NH3 concentration in batch reactor simulations.
Contrarily, SV and GO structures showed considerable intake of molecular NH3 depending on the
temperature and exposure time, Figure S11. The NH3 contents on SV and GO reached the steadystate after ~600 s, Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.
In terms of SV, the small energy barrier (0.11 eV) of the first dehydrogenation (R1) leads to NH2
and H adsorbed on the surface. From 300 K, the consecutive dehydrogenation of NHx species leads
to a rapid increase of N and H coverages. As the temperature rises, NHx and H adatoms recombine,
forming NH3*, which desorbs from the surface establishing an equilibrium between 𝑁𝐻3 ⇌ 𝑁𝐻𝑥∗ +
(3 − 𝑥)𝐻∗. Beyond 700 K, the equilibrium is shifted as H2 desorbs from the active sites. At this
stage, N adatoms accumulate on the surfaces breaking the former plateau of ~0.25 ML. These results

also revealed the crucial role of high temperature in the synthesis of N-doping graphene/graphite by
thermal treatment with NH3.43,44
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Figure 8. The steady-state of surface species distribution (left) on SV surface and the ratio (χ) of
gaseous species (right) as functions of temperature in the batch reactor simulations. The initial ratio
of NH3: surface sites is 1:1, and the reaction time is 600s.
Opposite to R1 on SV, the NH3 dehydrogenation requires a temperature as high as 700 K on GO to
proceed. R1 is driven by the desorption of N2 but inhibited by an increase in H coverage, which
eventually poisons the active sites. Note that the limited H2 evolution opens the scope for designing
high-Faraday efficient electrocatalysts based on GO structures. Contrary to carbon vacancies, the
GO structure is not favorable as a precursor for the synthesis of N-doping graphene/graphite as
confirmed in previous research.45,46
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Figure 9. The steady-state of surface species distribution (left) on GO surface and the ratio (χ) of
gaseous species (right) as functions of temperature in the batch reactor simulations. The initial
ratio of NH3: surface sites is 1:1, and the reaction time is 600s.

3.5 Why do SV defects activate NH3 molecules?
We analyzed the electronic structure of the isolated and NH3-adsorbed systems using the density of
states (DOS) and the Bader atoms-in-molecule methods to characterize SV’s N-C interaction. Bader

analysis showed that a charge transfer of 0.37 e- from NH3 to the SV surface site upon adsorption
drives a charge depletion from all the N-H bonds (0.34 e-), weakening it and promoting its scission
in agreement with the mentioned bond elongation results (Figure 10(a)). Moreover, the DOS
projection on the H orbitals (Figure 10(b)) shows the electronic structure rearrangement upon NH3
adsorption on the SV site. The increase in H-states above the Fermi energy further indicates the
activation of N-H bond.
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Figure 10. (a) Partial charge density flow upon NH3 adsorption (top view and side view). Yellow and
blue iso-surfaces denote gain and depletion of electron density with an iso-surface value of 0.01 e/Å3.
The blue sphere represents N; white is H, and khaki is C. (b) DOS diagram of isolate and adsorbate NH3
on SV projected on the hydrogen atoms in the molecule.
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Conclusions

The catalytic activity of carbon materials was investigated by analyzing the NH3 reforming
mechanism on pristine and a series of point defects graphene (C-vacancy and dopants). We modeled
the surfaces and compared our results with previous benchmarks. We explored the different
adsorption sites and conformation of the species involved in the NH3 reforming, i.e., NHx (x = 1-3),
H and N, and H2 and N2. We identified that vacancies (SV and DV) and doped (PN, PO, and GO)
structures to be potential catalysts by comparing the thermodynamic reaction pathways. We found
the reforming rate-determining steps to be the NH3 activation and first dehydrogenation and the N
and H recombination and molecular desorption. These results imply that co-catalysts may be able
to accelerate and tune the graphite catalytic activity, e.g., for high-efficient electrocatalysts. Batch
reaction simulations described the reaction processes along the temperature and time. They
indicated that although SV and GO can dehydrogenate NH3, these sites will be poisoned respectively
by N and H adatoms’ strong interactions. We rationalized the NH3 activation on carbon dangling
bonds based on electronic analysis, which indicated a charge transfer of 0.37 e- from the N-H bond
to the SV, triggering the NH3 first dehydrogenation. The study demonstrated that the carbon-based
materials are long-term inert supports for the catalytic NH3 reforming even in the presence of defects.

Supporting Information
Additional information is provided in a separate section containing a more detailed discussion of
the adsorption structures, the pz orbital partial charge distribution and the methodology related to
microkinetic calculations.
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